Participant Information

Institute for International Development

AN IMMERSIVE TRAINING EXPERIENCE FOR ROTARY INTERNATIONAL MEMBERS
BROUGHT TO YOU by THE LUPTON

Pacaya, Nicaragua
FALL, 2017 Nov 15-20

Missions. Reimagined.

OPPORTUNITY International NICARAGUA
Institute Overview

The Institute has been created by a partnership between The Lupton Center and OI-NICA to show business and mission leaders how Community Economic Development can transform the paradigm of missions in the developing world.

DESCRIPTION:
The Institute combines site visits and in depth teaching during a three-day immersive experience that will expose participants to a more robust understanding of poverty, frameworks for understanding community economic development, and the dramatic impact of OI-NICA’s innovative model. Participants will work to set trajectories for implementing similar principles in their own context.
Come and see a model Rotary has helped succeed through microloans, agriculture, and community development.

PARTICIPANTS:
The Institute for International Development has been designed for Rotary Leaders eager to leverage their expertise for impact through models that lead to lasting change. We welcome individuals but certainly encourage teams to come with multiple representatives from the same club.

Missions. Reimagined.
Join us for an immersive experience to transform the global missions paradigm.

AGENDA:
OI-NICA has innovated a holistic paradigm for missions with a model that includes agriculture, tourism, business, and community empowerment. Each day the Institute will highlight components of OI-NICA’s model by going into the field to see it at work. These site visits will be contextualized and processed with quality teaching, dialogue, and learning exercises that will guide participants to understand and act upon the implications of this model for their own work.
Rotary 5960 Nicaragua trip:

**Arrival:** Will Fly into Managua Int’l Airport. Ground transportation to your lodging will be provided.

**Date:** Fall 2017. *Exact dates will be determined by the delegation. 7 day trip including travel. November 15-20*

**Cost:** Approximately $2,500 plus airfare. Covers everything in country except personal purchases.

**Itinerary:** In addition to the 3 day Institute, you will spend a day in the community District 5960 is involved with - El Corozo (weather permitting). Also included is a day of sightseeing in colonial Granada and the surrounding area.

**Who can attend:** Open to all Rotarians and their adult family members and friends

**Deadline to register:** May 31, 2017. *ASAP*

**Delegation size:** We need a minimum of 15 participants. Assuming we have enough participants from our District, the trip will be limited to only those in District 5960!

**Interested? Contact** David Newman  dave@bancorgroup.com  612-599-7270

For more information on the creators of the Institute:

**Lupton Center**  -  www.luptoncenter.org

**Opportunity Intl**  -  http://opportunitynicaragua.org/

**Pacaya Lodge and Spa**  http://pacayalodge.com/